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This article considers polycrystalline materials with macroscopic elastic anisotropy and the effect
of the anisotropy on the quadratic nonlinearity parameter used to describe second harmonic gen-
eration in solids. The polycrystal is assumed to have transversely isotropic elastic symmetry,
which leads to a directional dependence of the nonlinearity parameters. Additionally, the anisot-
ropy leads to second harmonic generation from an input shear wave. Estimates of the longitudi-
nal and shear wave nonlinearity parameters are given as a function of single-crystal elastic
constants, macroscopic anisotropy constants, and propagation direction. An inverse model is pre-
sented that relates measured nonlinearity parameters to the macroscopic anisotropy constants.
The estimates of the nonlinearity parameters can be used to approximate the damage-free or
baseline nonlinearity parameter of structural components, which helps the effort toward absolute
measures of material damage.VC 2015 Acoustical Society of America.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4921275]
[MD] Pages: 3272–3280
I. INTRODUCTION
A few instances of wave propagation in solids require
the constitutive equations of the elastic solid to retain non-
linear variables of strain and stress. Some examples include
small amplitude waves in an initially stressed solid,1–8 fi-
nite amplitude interactions between two or more waves,9–12
and harmonic waves generated from a finite amplitude fun-
damental wave.13–18 In an experimental setting, these
examples open the door for correlating the nonlinear elastic
properties of the solid to wave measurements. Recently,
the measurements of the second-harmonic, generated from
a high amplitude input harmonic excitation, have become a
popular and important tool used to detect and characterize
various forms of material damage.19 A comprehensive
review of this topic has recently been given by Matlack
et al.19 The contribution to the second-harmonic amplitude
caused by the damage is in addition to the bare nonlinear-
ity accompanying an undamaged material state. The bare
nonlinearity is sometimes referred as the virgin nonlinear-
ity and is often assumed to be manifest solely through the
lattice anharmonicity. For second-harmonic generation
(SHG), the displacement amplitude of the second-harmonic
relative to the fundamental wave displacement is quantified
through the quadratic nonlinearity parameter, b. For the
bare nonlinearity arriving from the lattice anharmonicity,
the nonlinearity parameter blattice is found to contain a ratio
of second- and third-order elastic constants to second-order
elastic constants where the elastic constants follow from
the constitutive relation governing lattice deformation. The
contribution of a damage parameter bdamage is often
assumed to be additive where the absolute nonlinearity pa-
rameter is b ¼ blattice þ bdamage.20–23 Thus, the accuracy of
a theoretical model for the absolute b parameter depends
on how well blattice and bdamage are represented.
In practice, absolute measures of b have only been
achieved in highly controlled laboratory settings. The exten-
sion to in situ absolute measurements of b is extremely diffi-
cult because a baseline measure of the bare nonlinearity is
typically unknown. This deficiency amongst others19 has rele-
gated SHG techniques to relative measures. Thus, many of
the theoretical efforts have been aimed toward accurately
defining the various contributions to bdamage. For materials
other than single-crystals, there have been no known attempts
to estimate the bare nonlinearity for the undamaged material
state beyond an assumption of isotropic elastic properties. In
principle, absolute measurements of the nonlinearity parame-
ter are possible with either an ideal damage-free calibration
sample or an accurate theoretical model to predict the
baseline.
In this article, the bare nonlinearity parameter b0 is
defined to give an estimate of the expected values for a man-
ufactured polycrystalline metal prior to the onset of damage.
In other words, b0 is the nonlinearity parameter expected af-
ter a structural member has undergone all manufacturing
processes and prior to being placed in a functional environ-
ment that possibly leads to damage. The estimate of b0
allows the polycrystal to be macroscopically anisotropic
where the elastic properties of the individual grains have
some degree of preferred alignment. The present article con-
siders the polycrystal’s elastic properties to be transversely
isotropic. Most metals have some degree of elastic anisot-
ropy, the case of transversely isotropic texture assumes the
grains have a preferred orientation about one of their crystal-
lographic axes while all other axes are randomly oriented.
Metals that have been extruded or rolled are often found to
be transversely isotropic. Additionally, welded metals often
have grains oriented along their [100] crystallographic axes,a)Electronic mail: ckube@huskers.unl.edu
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which is parallel to the directions of thermal gradients during
the solidification process.24 By allowing for macroscopic an-
isotropy, this article attempts to form a starting point where
the bare or virgin nonlinearity can be estimated and applied
to in situ measurements of the absolute nonlinearity of struc-
tural metal components.
The assumption of isotropic material symmetry leads
to b0 being independent of propagation direction along
with the absence of second-harmonic generation from an
input fundamental shear wave. Allowance for macroscopic
anisotropy results in the possibility of two bulk wave non-
linearity parameters b0qL and b
0
qSV for quasi-longitudinal
and quasi-shear vertical wave modes, respectively.
Additionally, both of these wave modes are dependent on
the wave propagation direction.
II. THEORY
The strain energy accompanying a finite deformation of
an elastic single-crystal is approximated by the Taylor
expansion of the Lagrangian strain tensor E,25
q0U Xð Þ ¼
1
2!
Cijkl Xð ÞEijEkl
þ 1
3!
Cijklmn Xð ÞEijEklEmn þ o E4ð Þ    : (1)
The elastic tensors CijklðXÞ and CijklmnðXÞ are the fourth- and
sixth-rank elastic moduli or stiffness tensors of the elastic
solid. The elastic tensors of rank 2n define the elastic con-
stants of order n. For crystallites belonging to point group
symmetry lower than isotropy, the elastic constants are
directionally dependent. The directional dependence of the
elastic constants is considered by defining the orientation of
the crystallite by X and constructing the tensor
transformations,
CijklðXÞ ¼ aipðXÞajqðXÞakrðXÞalsðXÞCpqrs;
CijklmnðXÞ ¼ aipðXÞajqðXÞakrðXÞalsðXÞ
 amuðXÞanvðXÞCpqrsuv; (2)
where a is a rotation matrix containing elements of the crys-
tallite orientation X. The rotation matrix is constructed by
considering three successive rotations of the crystallite axes.
a is typically constructed using a set of Euler angles where
each Euler angle describes a rotation about an axis. Equation
(2) allows the single-crystal elastic constants to be defined
with respect to a frame of reference other than the crystallite
axes.
The orientation dependence of the elastic constants
leads to the orientation dependence of the strain energy
in Eq. (1). If we consider a single crystallite as a grain
in a polycrystal, the strain-energy of the polycrystal can
be statistically defined as an expectation value or
average,
U0 ¼ 1
8p2
ð
X
w Xð ÞU Xð ÞdX; (3)
where wðXÞUðXÞ is the probability of finding a crystallite
with strain energy UðXÞ on the interval Xþ dX: The func-
tion wðXÞ is the orientation distribution function (ODF),
which defines a weighting to the possible orientations of the
crystallites. The ODF is unity when all orientations of the
crystallites are equally probable.
In this article, we make use of the Voigt assumption
that equates the strain in the polycrystal to the strain in
the crystallites, E ¼ E0.26 Because E0 is independent of
crystallite orientation, the average strain energy can be
written as
q0U
0 ¼ 1
2!
ð
X
w Xð ÞCijkl Xð ÞdX
 
E0ijE
0
kl
þ 1
3!
ð
X
w Xð ÞCijklmn Xð ÞdX
 
EijEklEmn
¼ 1
2!
C0ijklE
0
ijE
0
kl þ
1
3!
C0ijklmnE
0
ijE
0
klE
0
mn; (4)
where
C0ijkl ¼
1
8p2
ð
X
w Xð ÞCijkl Xð ÞdX;
C0ijklmn ¼
1
8p2
ð
X
w Xð ÞCijklmn Xð ÞdX; (5)
are known as the Voigt estimated elastic moduli tensors,
which define the second- and third-order elastic con-
stants (SOECs and TOECs) of the polycrystal.
For materials belonging to any of the 32 point group
symmetries, the nonlinear equation of motion can be derived
from the strain-energy function.27 We proceed by defining
the equation of motion for the polycrystal of general symme-
try as
q0
@2ui
@t2
¼ A0ijkl þ A0ijklmn
@um
@xn
 
@2uk
@xj@xl
; (6)
where Aijkl and Aijklmn are the fourth- and sixth-rank Huang
tensors,
A0ijkl ¼ C0ijkl;
A0ijklmn ¼ C0jlmndik þ C0ijnldkm þ C0jknldim þ C0ijklmn; (7)
and C0ijkl and C
0
ijklmn are defined in Eq. (5). An approximate
harmonic solution to Eq. (6) was previously obtained.27–29
From the harmonic solution, a relationship between the
amplitudes of the first- and second-harmonics was found to
depend on the constant b0; which quantifies the second-order
nonlinearity on the propagating wave. Following Cantrell,17
the quadratic nonlinearity parameter b0 for the polycrystal is
given as
b0 ¼ A
0
ijklmnn^jn^ln^nu^iu^ku^m
A0ijkln^jn^lu^iu^k
; (8)
where n^ and u^ are the wave propagation and displacement
directions, respectively.
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At this point, the elastic symmetry of the polycrystal or the crystallite has not been specified. If we assume that the poly-
crystal is macroscopically isotropic ½wðXÞ ¼ 1 and contains crystallites of cubic crystallographic symmetry, the two inde-
pendent SOECs of the polycrystal are found from Eq. (5) to be26
C012 ¼ c12 þ

5
;
C044 ¼ c44 þ

5
; (9)
where  ¼ c11  c12  2c44 is the second-order anisotropy constant for the crystallite. The third, dependent, SOEC of the poly-
crystal is C011 ¼ C012 þ 2C044: The TOECs are obtained from Eq. (5) in a similar manner,
C0123 ¼ c123 þ
1
35
d1 þ 21d2ð Þ;
C0144 ¼ c144 þ
1
35
d1 þ 7d2 þ 14d3ð Þ;
C0456 ¼ c456 þ
1
35
d1 þ 21d3ð Þ; (10)
where d1 ¼ c111  3c112 þ 2c123 þ 12c144  12c155 þ 16c456; d2 ¼ c112  c123  2c144; and d3 ¼ c155  c144  2c456 are
the third-order single-crystal anisotropy constants. The remaining, dependent, TOECs are C0111 ¼ C0123 þ 6C0144
þ8C0456; C0112 ¼ C0123 þ 2C0144; and C0155 ¼ C0144 þ 2C0456: These TOECs for macroscopically isotropic polycrystals contain-
ing cubic crystallites were previously derived by Chang,30 Juretschke,31 and Barsch.32 The quadratic nonlinearity parameter
in Eq. (8) becomes
b0 ¼  3C
0
11 þ C0111
C011
¼ 3  15c111 þ 18c112 þ 2c123 þ 12c144 þ 72c155 þ 16c456
7 3c11 þ 2c12 þ 4c44ð Þ : (11)
The nonlinearity parameter defined using Eq. (11) was found
to agree with experiments performed on polycrystalline
copper33 and also with experiments on polycrystalline
aluminum.34
We now consider the case for which the macroscopic
elastic properties of the polycrystal are transversely iso-
tropic. Once again, we restrict the grains to be crystallites of
cubic elastic symmetry. For this case, the orientation distri-
bution function wðXÞ weights the average in Eq. (5) more
heavily for crystallite orientations ðXÞ that have some degree
of alignment about a single axis while the other two axes are
not weighted. For this case, the ODF is35
w Xð Þ ¼ w w; v ¼ cos h;/ð Þ
¼ 1 þ 3
ffiffiffi
2
p
16
W400

3  30v2 þ 5 v 1ð Þ2
 vþ 1ð Þ2 cos 4/þ 35v4
þ
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
32
W600
"
5 þ 105v2  315v4
 21 v
2  1
 4
11v2  1
 
cos 4/
v 1ð Þ2 vþ 1ð Þ2 þ 231v
6
#
; (12)
where W400 and W600 are macroscopic anisotropy con-
stants and w; h; and / are Euler angles. Equation (12)
is an expansion of spherical harmonics derived by Roe
and is simplified and truncated from a more general
case.35 Details of the simplification can be found in
Roe35 and Johnson.36 Carrying out the integrations in
Eq. (5) leads to the SOECs of a transversely isotropic
polycrystal,
C011 ¼ c12 þ 2c44 þ
3
5
þ 12p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400

35
;
C012 ¼ c12 þ

5
þ 4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400

35
;
C013 ¼ c12 þ

5
 16p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400

35
;
C033 ¼ c12 þ 2c44 þ
3
5
þ 32p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400

35
;
C044 ¼ c44 þ

5
 16p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400

35
;
C066 ¼ c44 þ

5
þ 4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400

35
: (13)
Only five of the SOECs are independent where C066
¼ ðC011  C012Þ=2: The TOECs are found to be
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C0111 ¼ c123 þ 6c144 þ 8c456 þ
3
35
5d1 þ 21d2 þ 84d3ð Þ þ 36p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
77
þ d2
35
þ 4d3
35
 
 20p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0112 ¼ c123 þ 2c144 þ
1
35
3d1 þ 35d2 þ 28d3ð Þ þ 4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
9d1
385
þ d2
7
þ 4d3
35
 
 4p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0113 ¼ c123 þ 2c144 þ
1
35
3d1 þ 35d2 þ 28d3ð Þ  4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
3d1
55
þ d2
7
þ 16d3
35
 
þ 24p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0123 ¼ c123 þ
1
35
d1 þ 21d2ð Þ  4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
55
þ d2
5
 
þ 8p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0133 ¼ c123 þ 2c144 þ
1
35
3d1 þ 35d2 þ 28d3ð Þ  64p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
385
þ d3
35
 
 32p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0144 ¼ c144 þ
1
35
d1 þ 7d2 þ 14d3ð Þ  4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
55
þ 4d2
35
þ 3d3
35
 
þ 8p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0155 ¼ c144 þ 2c456 þ
1
35
3d1 þ 7d2 þ 56d3ð Þ  4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
3d1
55
þ 4d2
35
þ 17d3
35
 
þ 24p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0166 ¼ c144 þ 2c456 þ
1
35
3d1 þ 7d2 þ 56d3ð Þ þ 4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
9d1
385
þ d2
35
þ 8d3
35
 
 4p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0333 ¼ c123 þ 6c144 þ 8c456 þ
3
35
5d1 þ 21d2 þ 84d3ð Þ þ 96p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
77
þ d2
35
þ 4d3
35
 
þ 64p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0355 ¼ c144 þ 2c456 þ
1
35
3d1 þ 7d2 þ 56d3ð Þ  16p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
4d1
385
þ d2
35
þ 3d3
35
 
 32p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0366 ¼ c144 þ
1
35
d1 þ 7d2 þ 14d3ð Þ  4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
55
 d2
35
þ 8d3
35
 
þ 8p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
;
C0456 ¼ c456 þ
1
35
d1 þ 21d3ð Þ  4p2
ffiffiffi
2
p
W400
d1
55
þ d3
5
 
þ 8p2
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
W600
d1
1001
: (14)
Of the 12 constants given, nine are independent where C0166 ¼ ðC0111  C0112Þ=4; C0366 ¼ ðC0113  C0123Þ=4; and C0456 ¼ ðC0144
þC0155Þ=2: Thus, the transversely isotropic polycrystal exhibits Curie symmetry ð1mÞ: The nonlinearity parameters for the trans-
versely isotropic polycrystal follow from Eq. (8) where the inner products on the Huang coefficients in expanded form are
A0ijkln^jn^lu^iu^k ¼ C011ðn^21u^21 þ n^22u^22Þ þ 2C012n^1n^2u^1u^2 þ 2C013n^1n^3u^1u^3 þ C033n^23u^23
þC044½ðn^1u^3 þ n^3u^1Þ2 þ ðn^2u^3 þ n^3u^2Þ2 þ 2C066n^1n^2u^1u^2; (15)
and
A0ijklmnn^jn^ln^nu^iu^ku^m ¼ 3C011ðn^31u^31 þ n^32u^32 þ n^31u^1u^22 þ n^31u^1u^23 þ n^32u^21u^2 þ n^32u^2u^23Þ
þ 3C012ðn^1n^22u^31 þ n^21n^2u^32 þ n^1n^22u^1u^22 þ n^21n^2u^21u^2 þ n^1n^22u^1u^23 þ n^21n^2u^2u^23Þ
þ 3C013ðn^1n^23u^31 þ n^2n^23u^32 þ n^21n^3u^33 þ n^22n^3u^33 þ n^1n^23u^1u^22 þ n^1n^23u^1u^23
þ n^2n^23u^21u^2 þ n^21n^3u^21u^3 þ n^21n^3u^22u^3 þ n^22n^3u^21u^3 þ n^2n^23u^2u^23 þ n^22n^3u^22u^3Þ
þ 3C033ðn^33u^33 þ n^33u^21u^3 þ n^33u^22u^3Þ þ 6C044ðn^1n^23u^31 þ n^2n^23u^32 þ n^21n^3u^33
þ n^22n^3u^33 þ n^1n^23u^1u^22 þ n^1n^23u^1u^23 þ n^2n^23u^21u^2 þ n^21n^3u^21u^3 þ n^21n^3u^22u^3
þ n^22n^3u^21u^3 þ n^2n^23u^2u^23 þ n^22n^3u^22u^3Þ þ 6C066ðn^1n^22u^31 þ n^21n^2u^32 þ n^1n^22u^1u^22
þ n^21n^2u^21u^2 þ n^1n^22u^1u^23 þ n^21n^2u^2u^23Þ þ C0111ðn^31u^31 þ n^32u^32Þ þ 3C0112ðn^1n^22u^1u^22 þ n^21n^2u^21u^2Þ
þ 3C0113ðn^21n^3u^21u^3 þ n^22n^3u^22u^3Þ þ 6C0123n^1n^2n^3u^1u^2u^3 þ 3C0133ðn^1n^23u^1u^23 þ n^2n^23u^2u^23Þ
þ 3C0144ðn^1n^22u^1u^23 þ n^1n^23u^1u^22 þ n^2n^23u^21u^2 þ n^21n^2u^2u^23 þ n^1n^2n^3u^1u^2u^3Þ
þ 3C0155ðn^1n^23u^31 þ n^2n^23u^32 þ n^31u^1u^23 þ n^32u^2u^23 þ 2n^21n^3u^21u^3 þ 2n^22n^3u^22u^3Þ
þ 3C0166ðn^1n^22u^31 þ n^21n^2u^32 þ n^31u^1u^22 þ n^32u^21u^2 þ 2n^1n^22u^1u^22 þ 2n^21n^2u^21u^2Þ þ C0333n^33u^33
þ 3C0355ðn^21n^3u^33 þ n^22n^3u^33 þ n^33u^21u^3 þ n^33u^22u^3 þ 2n^1n^23u^1u^23 þ 2n^2n^23u^2u^23Þ
þ 3C0366ðn^21n^3u^22u^3 þ n^22n^3u^21u^3 þ 2n^1n^2n^3u^1u^2u^3Þ
þ 6C0456ðn^1n^22u^1u^23 þ n^1n^23u^1u^22 þ n^2n^23u^21u^2 þ n^21n^2u^2u^23 þ n^21n^3u^22u^3
þ n^22n^3u^21u^3 þ 2n^1n^2n^3u^1u^2u^3Þ: (16)
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The macroscale anisotropy of the polycrystal causes the
wave displacement directions u^ to be dependent on the prop-
agation direction n^: The displacement directions must satisfy
the Christoffel equation,37
ðC0ijkln^jn^l  qv2dikÞuk ¼ 0; (17)
where v is the phase velocity of the wave. In order to solve for
the displacement directions, the propagation direction is
defined in spherical coordinates as seen in Fig. 1, which yields
n^ ¼ x^ cos/0 sin h0 þ y^ sin/0 sin h0 þ z^ cos h0; (18)
where the y^-direction is into the page and /0 is the angle
formed between x^ and y^: The second-order elastic constants
needed to define C0ijkl are defined in Eq. (13) where z^ is the axis
of alignment. The three displacement solutions of u^ are38–40
u^qL ¼ x^ cos/0 sin c0 þ y^ sin/0 sin c0 þ z^ cos c0;
u^qSV ¼ x^ cos/0 cos c0 þ y^ sin/0 cos c0  z^ sin c0; and
u^SH ¼ x^ sin/0  y^ cos/0; (19)
where
c0 ¼ h0 þ w0 h0ð Þ ¼ h0 
1
2
atan
"
sin 2h0  H cos
2h0  C011 þ C013 þ 2C044
H cos 2h0 cos2h0 þ C011 þ 2C013 þ 3C044
 
#
; (20)
and H ¼ C011  2C013 þ C033  4C044: Thus, the effect of the
transverse isotropy leads to a rotation w0 of the quasi-
longitudinal (qL) and shear-vertical (qSV) displacement direc-
tions away from the propagation direction n^ as seen in Fig. 1.
Additionally, the anisotropy leads to non-zero values of b0qSV
for the shear-vertical wave when the propagation direction is
not parallel or perpendicular to the transverse isotropy axis.
Expressions of the longitudinal ½b0qLðh0Þ or shear-
vertical ½b0qSVðh0Þ nonlinearity parameters are generally
too complex to be given explicitly. However, the longi-
tudinal nonlinearity parameter b0qL for propagation direc-
tion parallel ðh0 ¼ 0Þ and perpendicular ðh0 ¼ p=2Þ
simplify considerably due to symmetry and can be
expressed as
b0L3  b0qL h0 ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 
3C033 þ C0333
C033
;
b0L1  b0qL h0 ¼ p=2ð Þ ¼ 
3C011 þ C0111
C011
: (21)
The expressions in Eq. (21) may even be inverted to give the
anisotropy coefficients in terms of the nonlinearity parame-
ters b0L3 and b
0
L1;
W400¼7
ffiffiffi
2
p
64p2
3 5d1þ11d2þ44d3ð Þþð33þ6b0L1þ5b0L3Þ
h i1
105 c123þ6c144þ8c456ð Þ½
þ9 5d1þ21d2þ84d3ð Þþð5c12þ10c44þ3Þð63þ16b0L1þ5b0L3Þ;
W600¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
64p2d1
3 5d1þ11d2þ44d3ð Þþð33þ6b0L1þ5b0L3Þ
h i1n
9 5d1þ11d2þ44d3ð Þ 5d1þ21d2þ84d3ð Þ
þ21 5d1þ11d2þ44d3ð Þ 5 c123þ6c144þ8c456ð Þþ c12þ2c44ð Þð15þ8b0L13b0L3Þ
h i
þ
h
1155 3c12þ6c44þc123þ6c144þ9c456ð Þþ385 c12þ2c44ð Þð3b0L1þ3b0L3þb0L1b0L3Þ
þ 77 c123þ6c144þ8c456ð Þð8b0L33b0L1Þþ15d1ð96þ27b0L1þ5b0L3Þ
þ693 d2þ4d3ð Þð6þb0L1þb0L3Þ
i
þ2312ð9þ3b0L1þ3b0L1b0L3Þ
o
: (22)
Thus, quantitative measurements of the polycrystal anisotropy can be found from experimentally measuring b0L3 and b
0
L1 values
and use of the single-crystal elastic constants, which are tabulated for many materials.41
FIG. 1. The spherical coordinate system used to define the propagation
direction n^ and rotated displacement directions.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the theory more clearly, the elastic con-
stants and nonlinearity parameters of a polycrystal with
transversely isotropic textures are calculated for polycrystal-
line iron and aluminum. We consider transversely isotropic
textures where one specific crystallographic axis is perfectly
aligned for every grain in the polycrystal. The pair of Euler
angles ðw; hÞ allows the sample axes to be aligned with the
crystallite axes. In order to calculate the elastic constant
C033ðw; hÞ; the transverse symmetry axis along the z^-direction
is rotated using the Euler angles w and h to coincide with the
crystallographic axis that is chosen to be the perfectly
aligned axis. Then, the angular average of Eq. (2) is per-
formed about the aligned axis,
C033 w; hð Þ ¼
1
2p
ð2p
0
a3pa3qa3ra3sCpqrsd/: (23)
For alignment about any crystallographic axis, Eq. (23) can
be equated with the constant C033 defined in Eq. (13) in order
to calculate the coefficient W400: Using the value for W400;
this process is repeated using the average
C0333 w; hð Þ ¼
1
2p
ð2p
0
a3pa3qa3ra3sa3ua3vCpqrsuvd/ (24)
and Eq. (14) to obtain the value for W600: Once W400 and
W600 are known, all of the SOECs and TOECs in Eqs. (13)
and (14) can be determined.
For this article, the three crystallographic axes consid-
ered are chosen to be along the [100], [110], and [111] direc-
tions. For these cases the following Euler angle pairs are
used: ðw ¼ p=2; h ¼ p=2Þ aligns z^ with [100],
ðw ¼ 3p=4; h ¼ p=2Þ aligns z^ with [110], and ðw ¼ 3p=4;
h ¼ p=4Þ aligns z^ with [111]. This procedure leads to the
three values of W400 and W600 given in Table I for the indi-
vidual cases of perfect alignment about the crystallographic
axes [100], [110], and [111]. The example texture of perfect
alignment about [100] is considered a common physical tex-
ture for cast or extruded metal parts and its effects on attenu-
ation coefficients were previously considered.24,39
In what follows, we consider polycrystalline iron and
aluminum with [100], [110], and [111] textures. For these
materials, the second- and third-order single-crystal elastic
constants and anisotropy constants are given in Table II. The
wave displacements of the qL and qSV modes are calculated
using Eqs. (19) and (20). Figure 2 gives the rotation angle w0
as a function of the angle h0; which we use to define the
wave propagation direction n^ in Eq. (18).42 For iron, small
deviations away from h0 ¼ 0 or h0 ¼ p=2 cause the qL and
qSV displacement directions to rotate by an angle close to
w0 ¼ p=4 for the [100] and [110] textures considered. The
high degree of anisotropy  ¼ c11  c12  2c44 for iron con-
tributes to the large rotations. The rotations for aluminum are
not as extreme due to the smaller anisotropy. For both materi-
als, w0½100 > w0½110 > w0½111; which follows from the
values of the stiffnesses along these axes c11 > c12 > c44:
Using these rotations, the propagation and displacement
directions in Eqs. (18) and (19) are well defined, which
allows the longitudinal b0qLðh0Þ and shear-vertical b0qSVðh0Þ
to be evaluated from Eq. (8). Figure 3 gives the relation
between the qL and qSV nonlinearity parameters as a func-
tion of propagation angle h0. Polycrystalline iron and alumi-
num are considered in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) and Figs. 3(c) and
3(d), respectively. The nonlinearity parameter b0qL has three
unique values for the textures considered when the wave
propagates either parallel ðh0 ¼ 0Þ or perpendicular ðh0
¼ p=2Þ to the transversely isotropic axis. These values
correspond to the directions used to define b0L1 and b
0
L3 in
Eq. (21). The quantitative values for these cases are given in
Table III. Longitudinal propagation parallel to the aligned
[111] axis generates the largest second-harmonic component
for aluminum while producing the weakest component for
iron. Conversely, the largest second-harmonic for propaga-
tion perpendicular to the aligned axis in iron is observed
when the grains are aligned about the [111] axis. For this
propagation direction in aluminum, the [111] axis serves as
the weakest for SHG. As the propagation direction increases
from h0 ¼ 0 to h0 ¼ p=2; the value of jb0qLj follows an
oscillating trend with a distinct local maxima is observed for
iron at only h ¼ p=2 for alignment about [111]. For iron,
most values of jb0qLj for the transversely isotropic case fall
beneath the value of jb0qLj for a macroscopically isotropic
polycrystal with randomly orientated grains. However, for
aluminum, the values of jb0qLj for the transversely isotropic
case reside near the isotropic estimate. The larger deviation
for iron is caused by the larger values of crystallite anisot-
ropy ð; d1; d2; and d3Þ when compared with aluminum as
shown in Table II. Metals with a stronger degree of crystal-
lite anisotropy than iron are expected to have a larger devia-
tion from the isotropic case. The measures of single-crystal
anisotropy ð; d1; d2; and d3Þ could be used to determine the
range of validity of the assumption of macroscopic isotropy.
For the cases of h0 ¼ 0 and h0 ¼ p=2; no second-
harmonic is generated from the input fundamental shear
wave. This expectation follows from Norris37 who showed
TABLE I. Texture coefficients for random and aligned orientations of the
crystallographic axes.
random [100] [110] [111]
W400 0 7
ffiffiffi
2
p
/(32p2) 7 ffiffiffi2p /(128p2) 63 ffiffiffi2p /(512p2)
W600 0
ffiffiffiffiffi
26
p
/(64p2) 13 ffiffiffiffiffi26p /(512p2) 85 ffiffiffiffiffi26p /(4096p2)
TABLE II. Single-crystal elastic constants for iron (Ref. 41 ) and aluminum (Ref. 41) (GPa).
c11 c12 c44  c111 c112 c123 c144 c155 c456 d1 d 2 d3
Fe 230 135 117 139 2705 626 575 836 531 721 17173 1621 1747
Al 108 62 28.3 8.6 1080 315 36 23 340 30 3261 305 257
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that shear wave propagation within elastic symmetry planes
is not capable of producing harmonics. However, second-
harmonic shear waves are observed for propagation direc-
tions that deviate only slightly from h0 ¼ 0 to h0 ¼ p=2:
Again, non-constant behavior is observed for increasing
angle h0: For many angles, the amplitude of the second-
harmonic is predicted to be near the same magnitude as the
second-harmonic produced from a fundamental longitudinal
wave. Iron is shown to generate larger shear wave second-
harmonics than aluminum, likely because of the larger
single-crystal anisotropy. For aluminum with the aligned
axes [111], certain angles h0 cause jb0qSVj to vanish. This
outcome is not because n^ or u^qSV vanish, rather, the combi-
nations of the calculated elastic constants C0ijkl and C
0
ijklmn for
aluminum bring Eq. (16) to zero for these angles of h0:
The three textures considered here are for perfect align-
ment of the crystallographic axes. It is important to note that
the derivation allows for different degrees of texture from
random alignment, when W400 ¼ W600 ¼ 0; to perfect align-
ment. Alignment about other crystallographic directions will
likely cause the angular dependence of b0 to look considerably
different than the results in Fig. 3. Paroni43 has derived the
bounds on the texture coefficients 7 ffiffiffi2p =ð48p2Þ  W400
 7 ffiffiffi2p =ð32p2Þ and 13 ffiffiffiffiffi26p =ð512p2ÞW600  ffiffiffiffiffi26p =ð36p2Þ:
Similarly, jb0j is also bounded where the three cases
considered here.
It was observed that the term A0ijklmnn^jn^ln^nu^iu^ku^m has a
much stronger dependence on h0 than A0ijkln^jn^lu^iu^k: In many
instances, A0ijkln^jn^lu^iu^k may be allowed to be approximated
by its value for the case of randomly oriented crystallites or
determined experimentally from phase velocity measure-
ments. Using such approximations may help the inversion of
measurement data to solve for W400 and W600:
The presented model is based on a Voigt-type assump-
tion of equivalent Lagrangian strains. Other more compli-
cated homogenization schemes44,45 could prove to be more
FIG. 3. Nonlinearity parameters versus
angle of propagation: jb0qLj for iron (a),
jb0qSVj for iron (b), jb0qLj for aluminum
(c), and jb0qSVj for aluminum (d). The
textures considered were: random
( ), [110] ( ), [111] ( ),
and [100] ( ).
FIG. 2. Rotation angle w0 versus inci-
dent angle h0: for iron (a), and alumi-
num (b). The textures considered were:
random ( ), [110] ( ), [111]
( ), and [100] ( ).
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accurate but are also much more complex and possibly in-
tractable. The applicability of the present Voigt-type scheme
is supported by previous experimental results on macro-
scopically isotropic polycrystals.33,34
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, values of the expected quadratic nonli-
nearity parameter b0 for a damage-free polycrystal that is
macroscopically anisotropic have been derived. We consider
the anisotropy to be of transversely isotropic symmetry.
Both longitudinal and shear wave modes are predicted to
generate second-harmonics. Because of the macroscopic ani-
sotropy, both nonlinearity parameters b0qL and b
0
qSV depend
on the propagation direction with respect to the aligned sym-
metry axis. In order to arrive at estimates of b0; the elastic
properties were homogenized using a Voigt-type procedure.
The estimates for b0qL for the cases of propagation parallel
and perpendicular to the aligned symmetry axis were shown
in Eq. (22) to be invertible and could be used to experimen-
tally measure the macroscopic anisotropy coefficients W400
and W600:
Having a damage-free estimate of b0 allows measure-
ment baselines to be established, which circumvents the
need for calibration samples. Thus, this work could help
improve techniques for in situ measures of the absolute non-
linearity parameter b for applications in materials characteri-
zation and nondestructive evaluation.
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